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A. Introduction 
 
 
In 2020, we witnessed the onset of the global pandemic which led to an unforeseen health crisis 
resulting in countries closing their borders, mobility impacted and some businesses having to shut 
down permanently or few months. Just as we thought the pandemic is under control in Australia, the 
Delta variant has disrupted normal life both for individuals and businesses in 2021. As a 
consequence, we are dealing with two crisis simultaneously being the health and the economic crisis. 
 
The situation globally and in Australia is still a cause for concern, notwithstanding that some parts of 
the world have opened up with a view to achieving normalcy accepting that we have to learn to live 
with COVID-19. Whilst partial opening up will lead to some economic recovery, I believe we still have 
a long way to go.  
 
Currently, with vaccines being rolled out and some reopening of borders there is likelihood that 
businesses that incur losses in 2020 and 2021 will look to recoup in future income years. On the other 
hand some businesses especially in the travel, tourism and hospitality industry are likely to continue 
incurring losses. 
 
In general, it is imperative for businesses to maintain adequate records to ensure statutory loss 
recoupment rules are satisfied and losses are available for recoupment in future income years.  
 
The 2020 Federal Budget introduced the temporary loss carry back tax offset which should help 
reduce the earlier profit and corresponding reduction in taxes by way of refund to the company. This 
will help in reducing the requirement to carry losses forward and delay in accessing the loss’s tax 
value.  
 
In the case of a sale of an entity with losses, the acquirer as part of the due diligence will invariably 
wish to know if appropriate loss testing have been performed, specifically if there is a value attached 
to the tax losses.  
 
On the audit front, I expect the Tax Office to ramp up audit and reviews and hence it is best practice 
to be prepared with adequate documentation of the loss testing rules.  
 
This paper looks at what entities need to be aware of with respect to carrying forward tax losses as 
well as recouping prior year tax losses to ensure maximum utilisation. That is, it is important to ensure 
losses are available for future recoupment as it potentially reduces payment of taxes and cash flow. 
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Company Loss Recoupment Rules 
 
A company is entitled to carry forward losses incurred in one income year for deduction against its 
assessable income in a subsequent income year.  However, to claim a deduction in respect of prior 
year losses a company must satisfy either the continuity of ownership test (COT) or the business 
continuity test (BCT).   
 
The COT requires that during the test period, the same owners must retain more than 50 percent of 
the company’s:- 
 

 voting power; 

 rights to dividends; and 

 rights to capital distributions.   
 
The ownership test period is the period from the start of the loss year to the end of the income year in 
which the loss is to be deducted.  
 
In applying the COT rules, it is generally necessary to trace through all of the entities holding shares 
in a company to determine the ultimate individual shareholders.  
 
There are 2 tests for determining whether a company has maintained the same owners. The ‘primary 
test’ is applied unless the relevant provision requires the ‘alternative test’ to be applied. The primary 
test applies if no other companies beneficially own shares or interests in shares in the loss company 
at any time during the ownership test period. The alternative test applies where one or more other 
companies beneficially own shares, or interests in shares, in the company at any time during the 
ownership test period. 
 
Example 1 
 
Fast Co incurred tax losses during FY2018. The shareholding of Fast Co during FY2018 was as 
follows: 
 

 Jane owns A Class Shares with 100% voting rights. 

 Smart Pty Ltd owns B Class Shares with 100% rights to any dividend distributions. 100% of 
shares in Smart Pty Ltd are held by Bruce.   

 Tom owns C Class Shares with 100% rights to any distributions of capital. 
 
During FY2020, Jane disposes A Class Shares carrying 49% of its respective interest in Fast Co and 
Bruce disposes 52% of his shares in Smart Pty Ltd.  
 
 
When applying the primary or the alternative test, a person’s share in a company may be counted 
only if the person owns the same interests in the same shares throughout the relevant period (applies 
to losses claimed in an income year ending on or after 21 September 1999). Splits or consolidations 
of shares or units are not taken as a failure to own the same shares. 
 
Where the ownership test is failed solely because of the ‘same interests in the same shares’ 
requirement, the failure will be disregarded if the loss company can demonstrate that less than 50% of 
the relevant loss or bad debt has resulted in an increased loss or reduced gain on the disposal of any 
direct and indirect equity interests in the company during the relevant test period.   
 
Example 2 
 
At the start of an ownership test period, Amy holds 90% of shares in ABC Pty Ltd. Ben owns the 
remaining 10%. ABC Pty Ltd has issued 100 ordinary shares (ie Amy owns 90 shares and Ben owns 
10 shares). 100 more new shares are issued at some time during the test period. Of these, Amy owns 
90 and Ben owns 10. The total share issue is now 200. The original shares held by Amy now only 
carry 45% of the power and rights in ABC Pty Ltd (90/200 = 45%). The original shares held by Ben 
now carry 5% of the power and rights in ABC Pty Ltd (10/200 = 5%).  
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Due to the operation of the same share rule, only those original shares may be counted for the 
purposes of determining whether there has been continuity of ownership throughout the period. In the 
absence of a saving provision, ABC Pty Ltd would fail the COT because only 50% of the power and 
rights in the company have been maintained throughout the test period. To satisfy the test, more than 
50% continuity must be maintained. Under the saving provision, ABC Pty Ltd will be treated as though 
it satisfies the COT if it is able to prove that: 
 

- there has been no substantial change in proportionate shareholding between Amy and Ben — 
throughout the period Amy has maintained a 90% interest and Ben has maintained a 10% 
interest, and 
 

- less than 50% of the loss has been duplicated during the period — neither Amy nor Ben have 
sold any of their original shares. 

 
 
In some instances (eg for public companies) the requirement to trace through to the individuals 
holding the ultimate interests may be quite difficult particularly where interests are held by companies, 
trustees or nominees (including superannuation funds).   
 
To alleviate this problem, the operation of Division 165 has been modified by Division 166 in respect 
of ‘widely held companies’ and ‘eligible Division 166 companies’. A company that is either a ‘widely 
held company’ or an ‘eligible Division 166 company’ throughout the relevant income year can choose 
to apply the provisions in Division 166 to determine whether COT has been passed. This is instead of 
applying the provisions in Division 165 to determine whether the COT has been passed. 
 
Division 166 
 
Division 166 has simplified the tracing rules for ‘widely held’ and ‘eligible Division 166 companies’ 
such that the test company is not required to trace the ultimate owners of shares held by certain 
intermediaries and small shareholdings.  In addition the test company is not required to prove that it 
has maintained the same owners throughout an entire period, if the company has the same owners at 
certain test times. 
 
A company is deemed to have satisfied the COT if there is substantial continuity of ownership of the 
company between the start of the test period (being the start of the loss year), the end of each income 
year (including the recoupment year) in that period and the end of each corporate change in the test 
period.   
 
Substantial continuity of ownership requires that the same owners at the start of the test period, at the 
end of each income year in that period and at the end of a corporate change in that period retain more 
than 50% of the company’s: 
 

 voting power; 

 rights to dividends; and 

 rights to capital distributions.   
 
Where substantial continuity is maintained in the test period, a company will be deemed to have 
satisfied the COT. 
 
Widely held company 
 
As noted above, Division 166 applies to a company that is a ‘widely held company’ or an ‘eligible 
Division 166 company’ at all times during the relevant recoupment year. The definition of a widely 
held company includes relevantly:   
 

‘(1) a company, shares in which (except shares that carry a right to a fixed rate of dividend) are 
listed for quotation in the official list of an approved stock exchange.”  

 
(2) a company with more than 50 members but not a company where at least one of the following     

conditions is met at any time during an income year: 
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 (a) 20 or fewer people held or had the right to acquire or become the holder of shares 

representing 75% or more of the value of shares in the company, other than shares entitled to 

a fixed rate of dividend only 

 (b) 20 or fewer people were capable of exercising 75% or more of the voting power in 

the company 

 (c) 20 or fewer people received 75% or more of any dividend paid by the company, or 

 (d) the company did not pay a dividend in that year but, in the Commissioner’s opinion, if a 

dividend had been paid by the company at any time during the income year, 20 or fewer 

people would have received 75% or more of that dividend. 

 
Test Times 
 
A company is taken to have met the COT if there is substantial continuity of ownership between the 
start of the loss year and each of the following times in the test period:  
 

 the end of each corporate change;  

 the end of each income year; and  

 the end of the recoupment year.  
 
Under Division 166 there is no need to satisfy the modified COT continuously as the COT is applied at 
particular points in time rather than during a period of time. 
 
Broadly, a corporate change can include a takeover bid (whether or not successful), an arrangement 
involving 50% or more of the company's shares, an increase in the issued capital or number of shares 
by 20% or more, or a corporate change in a majority stakeholder. .   
 
Test Period 
 
The test period is defined as the period consisting of the loss year, the income year and any 
intervening period.   
 
Tracing Rules 
 
The tracing rules contained in Division 166 make it easier for widely held companies to test for 
substantial continuity of ownership.  The main advantage of the concessional tracing rules is that 
widely held companies are not required to trace the ultimate owners of shares held by certain 
intermediaries and small shareholdings. 
 
Direct stake of less than 10% 
 
Direct stakes of less than 10% in the test company may be attributed to a single notional entity. The 
single notional entity is taken to be a person and is regarded as the ultimate beneficial owner of all the 
less than 10% direct stakes instead of the actual owners of those shares. This concession removes 
the requirement to trace beneficial ownership of direct stakes of less than 10%. 
 
Minimum interest rule 
 
The minimum interest rule restricts the total proportion of voting power, dividend rights and capital 
rights attributed to the single notional entity (ie direct stakes of less than 10 per cent) to the proportion 
attributed to it at the beginning of the test period.  Specifically, the minimum interest rule restricts the 
increase in the aggregate proportion of the single notional entity.  Changes among the less than 10 
per cent stakeholders are not relevant to the operation of the minimum interest rule.  
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Top interposed entity 

 
Section 166-230 contains the concessional tracing rule wherein an indirect stake of less than 10% is 
attributed to the top interposed entity. 
 
A widely held or eligible Division 166 company does not need to trace the beneficial owners of indirect 
interests in the company that carry less than 10% of the voting power and rights to dividends and 
capital. This reduces the compliance costs incurred by such companies when identifying their indirect 
ownership. 
 
The top interposed entity is taken to hold the indirect stake of less than 10%. The top interposed entity 
(not necessarily a company) is the entity in which the stakeholder with a less than 10% interest has a 
direct interest. 
 
No detrimental operation of tracing rules 
 
The purpose of the concessional tracing rules is to assist a company to determine whether it satisfies 
the COT.  The modified COT allows a tracing rule to be disregarded in respect of a particular stake if 
it would cause the widely held company to fail the COT. This will only apply where an entity has a 
reasonable belief that it would not fail the COT if the tracing rule did not apply to that particular stake. 
 
Same share same interest rule 
 
In applying the COT, a company can only take account of the interests held by persons if they are the 
same interests and are held by the same persons throughout the test period.  The purpose of this rule 
is to ensure that a loss or deduction is not available if it has been substantially duplicated through 
capital gains tax events happening to interests directly or indirectly held. 
 
Division 166 contains a ‘same share same shareholder’ rule which is comparable to the rule 
contained in Division 165. However, this rule is only applicable in respect of shares held by a top 
interposed entity (indirect interests of less than 10%), a widely held company, an entity (such as a 
superannuation fund, approved deposit fund, managed investment scheme or special company) 
deemed to be a beneficial owner or a depository entity. 
 
 
Non-profit companies, mutual affiliate companies and mutual insurance companies only need to 

establish continuity of voting power to satisfy the COT, ie they will be taken to satisfy the dividend and 

capital conditions (applicable to losses for years commencing on or after 1 July 2002).  

 
Change in control of voting power 

 

The deductibility of past losses is further restricted where there has been a change in the control of 

the voting power and the change is associated with a purpose of gaining a tax advantage. It applies 

even if the company has met the conditions. 

 

This further restriction applies where: 

 

 for some or all of the part of the ownership test period that started at the end of the loss year, 

a person controlled, or was able to control, the voting power in the company 

 for some or all of the loss year, that person did not control, and was not able to control, that 

voting power 

 that person began to control, or became able to control, that voting power for the purpose 

(even if this is only one of a number of purposes) of getting some taxation advantage or 

benefit, either for that person or for someone else. 

 

Where these conditions are met, the company cannot claim the tax loss unless it satisfies the 

business continuity test. In this context, the company must carry on the same or a similar business 

javascript:void(0)
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throughout the income year as it did immediately before the time when the person began, or became 

able, to control the relevant voting power (the test time). 

 
Example 3 
 
Big Loss Co listed on ASX is an eligible Division 166 company (ie can apply concessional COT rules) 
with only one class of shares. 
 
On 1 July 2018, Big Loss Co has the following shareholders:  
 

 various minority shareholders with direct interest of less than 10%, who in total hold a 17% stake;   

 5 widely held companies each with an 11% stake;  

 XYZ Pty Ltd with a 28% stake. 70% of shares in XYZ Pty Ltd are held by Tom and 15% by X Co 
and Y Co each.   
 

 
In July 2020, B Ltd, C Ltd, D Ltd and E Ltd sell their entire interests in Big Loss Co to New Ltd.  
 
In August 2020, A Ltd acquires further 6% in Big Loss Co.  
 
XYZ Pty Ltd disposed of its 8% interest in Big Loss Co in November 2020. 
 
BidCo begins a takeover bid for Big Loss Co in Sep 2020. The takeover bid fails and formally ends in 
Feb 2021.  

 
Integrity Measures 

 
There are a number of integrity measure to ensure the COT is applied as intended. That is, these 

rules are aimed at preventing share ownership being manipulated by arrangements aimed at reducing 

tax liability. 

 

The Commissioner can disregard a person’s beneficial ownership of shares if: 

 

 an arrangement was entered into at some time that in any way turned on: (i) the beneficial 

interest in the shares or the value of that interest; (ii) a right carried by, or relating to, those 

shares; or (iii) the exercise of such a right, and at least one purpose of the arrangement is to 

eliminate or reduce a tax liability of an entity. 

 

 Shares are taken not to have carried particular rights during a part of the ownership test period if 

the Commissioner is satisfied that the shares stopped (or may stop) carrying those rights after 

the ownership test period, either because of the company’s constitution (as in force at some time 

during the ownership test period) or because of an arrangement entered into before or during the 

ownership test period. 

 

 Shares are taken to have carried particular rights at all times during a part of the ownership test 

period if the Commissioner is satisfied that the shares started (or may start) to carry those rights 

after the ownership test period because of the company’s constitution (as in force at some 

time during the ownership test period) or because of an arrangement entered into before or 

during the ownership test period. 

 
In addition to the above, Division 175 sets out various anti-avoidance rules which enable the 

Commissioner to disallow claims relating to prior year and current year company losses. The Division 

supplements the continuity of ownership rules in Division 165. In very broad terms, it provides that 

even though the continuity of ownership test has been technically satisfied, a claim may be disallowed 

where the benefits from the allowance of the claim would, in fact, flow wholly or mainly to persons 

who were not shareholders in the company during the year in which the relevant losses or 

expenditures were incurred. 

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
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In broad terms, Division 175 sets out cases where the Commissioner may disallow a deduction for 

some or all of unused tax losses, unused net capital losses from earlier income years and current 

year. The cases are: 

 

 income or capital gains are injected into the company in order to take advantage of the available 

loss or net capital loss, and the Commissioner does not consider that the extent to which the 

continuing shareholders will benefit from the injection is fair and reasonable having regard to 

their respective rights and interests in the company. If the Commissioner disallows a loss under 

this provision, the loss may be deducted in a future income year, subject to satisfaction of the 

company loss rules (ID 2010/48). 

 

 a person other than the company obtains a tax benefit in connection with a scheme that would 

not have been entered into or carried out if the loss or net capital loss or capital gain had not 

been available. 

 

 Capital loss injected into the company because of available capital gain.  

 

However, the disallowance will not apply where the company that fails the COT meets the business 

continuity test. 

 

Division 167 

 

Division 167 contains rules that modify the operation of the COT in Divisions 165, 166, 170 and 175.  

 

The rules provide for companies with shares that have unequal rights to dividends, capital 

distributions or that have unequal voting power. These rules are intended to ensure that the COT do 

not cause such companies to fail the conditions simply because they have different classes of shares 

issued, have certain arrangements in place to distribute dividends and capital returns, or have 

different voting power arrangements under the company’s constitution. 

 

Under subdivision 167-A, if an entity is unable to determine whether a company satisfies a condition 

of the COT in respect of dividend or capital distributions because it has an unequal share structure, 

the entity will have three ways by which it can reconsider the condition. The three ways in order of 

application are: 

 

(1) disregard debt interests; 
(2) disregard debt interests and secondary shares (if the condition remains unsatisfied after using 

approach 1) and 
(3) fix rights to dividends and capital distributions (if the condition remains unsatisfied after using 

approaches 1 and 2).  
 

Under Subdivision 167-B, if a company has shares that have different voting rights or do not carry all 

of the voting rights in the company, then the COT may be applied by testing voting power solely by 

reference to the maximum number of votes that could be cast in a poll on the election of the 

company’s directors or an amendment to the company’s constitution. 

 

For this purpose, dual listed company voting shares are disregarded (section 167-90). 

 
Example  
 
Space Co has 4 shareholders as at 1 July 2018, with Bill and Kate holding 500 ordinary shares each 
and Jane and Tom holding 250 ordinary shares and 500 preference shares each. Preference shares 
are ‘debt interest’ for tax purposes which satisfy the ‘debt test’ in section 974-20. During FY2020 
Tom and Kate dispose all of their shares to Sam.  
 
Can Space Co deduct a loss incurred in the FY2019 during in FY2021? Note, there were no other 
changes in voting power during the ownership test period.   

javascript:void(0)
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Business Continuity Test 

 

In the event that the COT is failed under Division 165 or 166, a company that satisfies the BCT may 
be entitled to claim a deduction for prior year losses. A company satisfies BCT if it carries on the 
same business or (for a tax loss for the 2015-16 or a later income year) a similar business in the claim 
year as it carried on immediately before the ‘test time’.   
 

The BCT encompasses two alternative tests: 
 

- Same business test; 
- Similar business test. 

 
An entity only needs to satisfy one test in order to satisfy the BCT. 
 
Same business test 

 
A company satisfies the same business test if it carries on the same business in the claim year 
(income year) as it carried on immediately before the change in ownership (or test time).  The test 
period includes the loss year, the income year and any intervening period. 
 
To satisfy the same business test, the company must satisfy all of the following requirements: 

 A positive requirement that, throughout the SBT period, the company must carry on the same 
business as it did immediately before the test time; 

 A negative requirement that the company must not, at any time during the SBT period, have 
derived assessable income from a business of a kind which it did not carry on before the test time 
(the new business test); 

 A further negative requirement that the company must not, at any time during the SBT period, 
have derived assessable income from a transaction of a kind that it had not entered into in the 
course of its business operations before the test time (the new transactions test).; and 

 An anti-avoidance requirement which applies where a company commences certain business 
activities before the test time for the purpose of satisfying the same business requirement. 

 
The Commissioner has considered the application of the same business test in Taxation Ruling TR 
1999/9 and has identified the following relevant factors determining whether the same business test is 
satisfied: 
 

 significant expansion or rapid growth of the business; 

 changes in the activities performed; 

 changes in the clients; 

 changes in the assets used; 

 changes in the method of selling; 

 changes in the capital and working capital;  

 changes in the market in which a company’s products are sold; 

 changing the name of the business, its trade marks, patents and other intellectual property; 

 changes in the location(s) out of which the business is carried on; 

 changes in the number of employees and the nature of services performed by them; and 

 changes in the directors and/or management. 
 
The same business test period refers to the company’s business activities during the income year for 
which the deduction is claimed.  The test time refers to the company’s business activities before the 
time of the change of ownership or control. 
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Historically, courts have tended to apply a very rigid meaning to SBT.  For example, in Avondale 
Motors (Parts) Pty Ltd v FCT 71 ATC 4101, Gibbs J said at 4106 that: 
 

‘The meaning of the phrase ‘same as’, like that of any other ambiguous expression, depends 
on the context in which it appears.  In my opinion in the context of the section the words “same 
as” import identity and not merely similarity and this is so even though the legislature might 
have expressed the same meaning by a different form of words.  

 
It seems to me natural to read the section as referring to the same business, in the sense of 
identical business, and this view is supported by a consideration of the purposes of the 
section.  The relevant sections … show an intention … to impose, in the case of companies, a 
special restriction on the ordinary right of a taxpayer to treat losses incurred in previous years 
as a deduction from income. 

 
The company cannot take the losses into account if there has been a change in the beneficial 
ownership of its shares, or of the shares in the company of which it is a subsidiary, of the kind 
mentioned in sec. 80A or sec 80C.  This restriction is imposed to prevent persons from 
profiting by the acquisition of control of a company for the sole purpose of claiming the 
accrued loss as a tax deduction. 

 
However, the restriction if imposed absolutely would lead to injustice in cases where the 
company, notwithstanding substantial changes in the ownership of its shares, continued 
to carry on the same business.  No injustice would, in my opinion, result from a refusal to 
treat an accrued loss as a tax deduction where the company after the change carried on a 
different business, although one of a similar kind.  In such case, as a general rule, there would 
have been no business reason for the purchase of the shares, but only the wish to obtain the 
right to claim another’s losses as a deduction from one’s own income.”  (emphasis added) 

 
Further he stated: 
 

“It does not … follow that a business will not be the same because there have been some 
changes in the way which it is carried on …” 

 
Although Gibbs J’s comments make it clear that an ‘identical’ business must be carried on, they also 
make it clear that this does not mean that the business must be identical in every respect and in every 
detail, in that, the question in each case is a question of fact and degree.  When considering the 
nature of a company’s business immediately before a change of ownership, it is necessary to 
consider the operations of the business overall, rather than only those individual activities done 
immediately before the change.  As Lord Donovan observed in J G Ingram & Sons Ltd v Callaghan 
stated that: 
 

“I doubt if one can as a rule segregate the various activities involved in carrying on trade, 
select one of them as being of the essence, and then designate the one selected as the real 
trade.  There is, I think, an organic unity about a trade which invalidates this sort of dissection, 
and I think Rowlatt J was saying much the same thing, though more incisively, when he 
remarked in Graham v Greene that a trade differs from the individual acts which go to make it 
up, just as a bundle differs from odd sticks.” 

 
And as Walton J concluded in Rolls- Royce (Motors) Ltd v Bamford: 
 

“[I]t follows from this that “the essence of the trade” … comprises every activity which goes to 
constitute that trade.  Or, put it another way, however the trade of [the taxpayer at the 
change-over] is to be defined, it includes the activities, whatever they were, all ultimately 
directed towards making the profits, whatever their actual result, in all its … divisions.” 

 
When determining the business carried on by the head entity of a consolidated group, it is necessary 
to consider all activities of the subsidiary members of the group, as such, the overall business of the 
head entity is identified by examining all of the activities of the group, as Taxation Ruling TR 2007/2 
states: 
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‘14. Under the single entity rule of subsection 701-1(1), subsidiary members of a consolidated 
group are taken for the purposes of the same business test (section 165-210) (among other 
purposes), to be parts of the head company.  In this context, the principles set out in TR 
1999/9 in respect of the application of the same business test to a single company apply 
equally to the head company of a consolidated group.  

 
15. When determining the one overall business carried on by the head company of a 
consolidated group for the purposes of subsection 165-210(1) it is necessary to have regard 
to the activities of the subsidiary members of the group. Applying the principles of TR 1999/9, 
one overall business of the head company is to be identified by examining all of the activities, 
enterprises or undertakings carried on:  

 
- at the appropriate test time by all those entities that were members of the consolidated 
group at that time; and  

 
by all entities during that part of the same business test period when they were members of 
the consolidated group.’ 

 
Taxation Ruling TR 1999/9 relevantly states: 
 

“12. The requirement in section 165-13 and subsection 165-210(1) (or the equivalent 
provision in the 50D test, the 63C test and the section 80F test) is referred to in this Ruling 
as the “same business test”.  For the purpose of the same business test, a company is 
treated as carrying on one overall business at the change-over and during the period of 
recoupment since the reference to “business” in the same business test is a reference 
to all of the activities carried by the company at the change-over and during the period of 
recoupment, irrespective of whether those activities constitute or are treated by the 
company’s constituting separate or distinct activities, enterprises, divisions or undertakings 
carried on by the company. 
 
13. In the same business test, the meaning of the word “same” in the phrase “same 
business as” imports identity and not merely similarity; the phrase “same business as” is to 
be read as referring to the same business, in the sense of the identical business.  However, 
this does not mean identical in all respects: what is required is the continuation of the 
actual business carried on after the change on immediately before the change-over.   
 
Nevertheless, it is not sufficient that the business carried on after the change-over meets 
some industry wide definition of a business of the same kind; nor would it be sufficient for 
there to be continuance of business operations from immediately before the change-over 
into the period of recoupment, if the business had so changed that it could no longer be 
described as the same business.   
 
The analysis of whether the same business continues after the change-over may give rise to 
questions of degree and ultimately depends on the facts of the case.  In making the 
analysis it needs to be acknowledged that a company may expand or contract its 
activities without necessarily ceasing to carry on the same business.  The organic 
growth of a business through the adoption of new compatible operations will not ordinarily 
cause it to fail the same business test provided the business retains its identity; nor would 
discarding, in the ordinary way, portions of its old operations.  But, if through a process of 
evolution a business changes its essential character, or there is a sudden and 
dramatic change in the business brought about by either the acquisition or the loss 
of activities on a considerable scale, a company may fail the test.” (emphasis added) 

 
The Commissioner accepts that a company’s business may alter over the years.  In particular, he 
accepts that the mere expansion or contraction of a business would not necessarily mean that 
the same business is not being carried on. 
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The following example is provided in Taxation Ruling TR 1999/9: 
 

“Example 5 
 
116. Scenario 1. The taxpayer, Dale-Avon Motors, is a retail seller of Holden and Mitsubishi 
motor vehicles, in Sydney. The vehicles are purchased through an associated wholesaler 
company from General Motors Holden and Mitsubishi, pursuant to Dealer Sales and Service 
Agreements. They are sold from one site in respect of which the taxpayer has a dealer 
licence under the Motor Dealers Act 1974.  Dale-Avon has an excellent reputation, and 
advertises widely.  
 
117. Owing to a recession, Dale-Avon incurs losses and changes hands.  The company 
renegotiates and continues the Dealer and Service Agreements.  The new owner does not 
acquire the original wholesaler, but uses an associated wholesaler company, which does 
not engage in any other business than to sell to Dale-Avon. Under its new owner, Dale-
Avon, capitalising on its reputation, opens another outlet on the Prince’s Highway in Sydney, 
under the same name, and continues to advertise widely.   
 
It obtains another dealer’s licence in respect of that site, but sells the same cars under the 
same agreements.  Site goodwill is comparatively trivial; both sites share in the same 
reputation goodwill, and many customers are attracted to the second site by reason of Dale-
Avon’s reputation.  
 
118. The same business test is passed because the original (overall) business has merely 
expanded, and the new business and new transactions test re also passed as no new 
business or transaction of a different kind has been commenced or entered into.  
 
119. Dale-Avon continues in the organic growth of its business to acquire outlets under the 
same name, using the same goodwill in Sydney and selling the same cars, until it has ten 
sites. Over time there is gradual change in the brands sold, and new Dealer and 
Service Agreements are negotiated with other manufacturers, but at all times only 
ordinary passenger vehicles are sold.  
 
120. The same business is still passed because the same business has merely 
continued to expand.”  (emphasis added) 

 
The new business test would not be failed unless activities, which are of a different kind, are carried 
on with some degree of system, repetition and continuity and are distinguishable from the other 
activities in the business. 
 
It is recognised that the purpose of the ‘new transaction test’ is to prevent the injection of income into 
a loss company.  In Taxation Ruling TR 1999/9, in relation to new transaction test states: 
 

“15 … The new transactions test is directed to preventing the injection of income into a loss 
company that has satisfied the same business test and the new business test.  The new 
transactions test includes all transactions entered into in the course of the company’s 
business operations and not merely those that are “isolated” or “independent”.  However, 
generally speaking, the new transactions test is not failed by transactions of a type 
that are usually unmotivated by tax avoidance, namely, transactions that could have 
been entered into ordinarily and naturally in the course of the business operations 
carried on by the company before the change-over.” 

 
TR 1999/9 reiterates case precedents and while one can draw observations from the ruling and those 
cases there is no particular case or precedent which can be said to provide a definitive view on the 
conceptual notion of what constitutes the same business.  The phrases ‘same business as’ imports 
identity and not merely similarity; so it is to be read as being the same in the sense of an identical 
business, but not identical in all respects, as if this was to be read literally a business would have to 
literally stand still and not undertake ordinary things one does in business like expand the operations 
by either organic growth or by way of acquisitions, employ more people, upgrade equipment to 
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become more efficient etc.  In making the analysis it needs to be acknowledged that a company may 
expend or contract its activities without necessarily ceasing to carry on the same business.  The 
organic growth of a business through the adoption of new compatible operations will not ordinarily 
cause it to fail the SBT provided the business retains its identity. 
 
If through the process of evolution a business changes its essential character, or there is a sudden 
and dramatic change bought about by the acquisition or the loss of activities on a 
considerable scale, a company may fail the SBT if such an expansion or reduction can be 
objectively stated to result in a change of business being conducted.  In the event of an 
acquisition, even if the amalgamated businesses are of a similar kind the company may fail SBT 
when, considered as a whole, the business cannot be fairly regarded as the same albeit expanded.  
The organic growth of a business through the adoption of new compatible operations will not 
ordinarily cause it to fail the SBT. 
 
The decision by the Full Federal Court in Lilyvale Hotel Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation [2009] 
FCAFC 21 highlighted some issues that need to be kept in mind when claiming prior year losses.  
Specifically, the decision confirmed the need to identify the actual business in question, as compared 
to the manner in which it is carried on, when applying the SBT.  
 
In Lilyvale Hotel Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation [2009] FCAFC 21 the Full Federal Court upheld 
an appeal by Lilyvale Hotel Pty Ltd in respect of the recoupment of $10,579,458 in carry forward tax 
losses on the basis that the requirements of the SBT had been satisfied.  In effect, the Full Federal 
Court held that the execution of the management of a hotel at different points in time had no 
relevance to the identification of the business carried on by the taxpayer where it was stated: 
 

“In our opinion, the leaned primary judge fell into error in concluding that in answering 
the ‘same business test’ one have regard to the management of the business.  In our 
opinion, the fact that at one stage the appellant conducted its hotel business without the 
intervention of a hotel management group and at another did so with the assistance of such 
a hotel management group is a distinction without a difference.  In our opinion, the appellant 
correctly described the business which it carried on as that of ‘owning and operating …[a] 
hotel to derive revenue from its guests and profits from its operation.’  The execution of the 
management of the hotel at different times in different ways had no bearing upon the 
identification of the business which the appellant carried on. 

 
The decision of the Full Federal Court is notable in that it illustrates the primacy of identifying the 
actual business in question, when seeking to apply the SBT.  A distinction needs to be drawn 
between the identification of the business in question, and the manner in which that business 
is carried on.  Provided that the ‘identity’ of the overall business remains unaltered, the 
changes in the manner of carrying on the business will not necessarily result in a conclusion 
that the requirements of the SBT have not been met.   
 
New Transaction Test 
 
A company will fail the New Transaction Test where it derives assessable income from a transaction 
of a kind that it had not entered into in the course of its business operations before the BCT period. 
 
Sheppard J stated in J Hammond Investments v FC of T (1977) 77 ATC 4311: 
 

“Whilst, therefore, I do not regard the matter as free from difficulty, I have reached the 
conclusion that the second limb of the paragraph is not intended to refer to the daily 
transactions involved in carrying on a business but to transactions of an isolated and 
independent kind, which transactions have nevertheless arisen in the course of the taxpayer's 
business operations.''  

 
TR 1999/9 states: 
 

“86. A transaction that is entered into during the period of recoupment, which could have been 
entered into in the course of business operations before the change-over, and which is 
neither extraordinary nor unnatural in the context of the business carried on by the company 
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at the change-over, is generally a transaction of the same kind as transactions actually 
entered into by the company before the change-over. Conversely, a transaction that is 
entered into during the period of recoupment, and which is outside the course of the business 
operations carried on before the change-over, or which is extraordinary or unnatural when 
judged by the course of the business operations before the change-over, or which otherwise 
could not have been entered into in the course of the taxpayer's business operations before 
the change-over, is a transaction of a different kind from the transactions actually entered into 
by the taxpayer before the change-over.” 

 
A company is also not able to transfer tax losses where the company derives income from a 
transaction of a different kind to those entered into in the course of its business operations prior to the 
BCT period. Broadly, the new transactions test is aimed at preventing income from being injected into 
a company with tax losses.   
 
Generally, the new transactions test will not be failed where a transaction does not have a tax 
avoidance motive. This means that transactions that would have been entered into ordinarily and 
naturally in the course of the business operations carried on by the company before the BCT period 
should be acceptable. 
 
Similar Business Test 

For losses which are incurred after 30 June 2015, an alternative to the same business test has been 
introduced being the similar business test. 
 
Under this test, a company will be able to utilise tax losses made from carrying on a business against 
income derived from carrying on a similar business following a change in ownership or control. 
 
Key points to note: 
 

 The test is a more flexible test than the same business test.   
 

 The test provides a lower threshold – which should assist some companies with utilising tax 
(including capital) losses as well as claiming bad debt deductions.  

 

 The similar business test compares the business carried on at the relevant test times with the 
business carried on in the recoupment year or the trial year. The question then is whether these 
two businesses are similar.  
 

 The similar business test operates in a way that is comparable to the same business test, but 
removes the negative limbs which apply as part of that test.   

 
These negative limbs can inhibit innovation and business development by denying access to 
losses merely because transactions or activities are new and of a different kind to those 
entered into or carried on before a change in ownership or control.   

 
The Commissioner’s law companion ruling on the similar business test (LCR 2019/1) states 
that removal of these disqualifying factors would allow companies to engage in new business 
activities and transactions that evolve from their pre-existing business, without losing access to 
their unutilised losses, encouraging innovation. However, it is still the case that the overall 
business of a company must satisfy the similar business test to access losses, etc. 

 

 Removal of the negative limbs will allow companies to engage in new business activities and 
transactions that evolve from their business, thereby encouraging innovation and growth. 

 

 ‘Similar’ does not mean similar ‘kind’ or ‘type’ of business.  The focus remains on the identity of 
a business, as well as continuity of business activities and use of assets to generate 
assessable income.   
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 Accordingly, it will be more difficult to satisfy the similar business test if substantial new 
business activities and transactions do not evolve from, and complement, the business carried 
on before the test time.  

 
In contrast, where a company develops a new product or function from the business activities 
already carried on, and this development opens up a new business opportunity or allows the 
company to fill an existing gap in the market, the business as a whole is likely to satisfy the 
similar business test. 

 

 In working out whether a business is similar, regard must be had (but is not limited) to the 
following 4 factors: 

 
- The extent that income generating assets used in the current business were also used in the 

former business.  
 

Where the same assets of the business are being used to the same extent as at the test time 
to generate assessable income, albeit that they may be producing a different result or effect 
due to innovative changes, this factor would indicate that the business remains similar to that 
previously carried on.   

 
Assets closely linked to the identity of a particular business, such as goodwill, will be more 
relevant than other assets such as generic office premises, equipment, and stationery. 
 

- The extent that the sources from which the current business generates assessable income 
were also income sources of the former business.  

 
This would include where the income generating activities and operations that were previously 
being undertaken are maintained, despite doing them in a different or more efficient way due to 
innovative improvements. 
 
- The current identity of the business with that of the business carried on before the test time.   

 
- The extent to which the changes to the business resulted from the development or 

commercialisation of assets, products, processes, services or marketing or organisational 
methods of the business. 

 
Evolution (or innovation) v revolution.   

 

 The first three factors are concerned with the aspects of the business that have continued, 
while the fourth factor assesses the nature of any organic changes that have happened (ie 
evolution or development).  

 
Where those changes are due to an innovative evolution or development of the business, the 
business is more likely to be similar to that previously carried on.  

 

 These factors allow for changes resulting from attempts to grow or rehabilitate a business.    
 
The Tax Office applies a de minimus test when applying the same business test and it presumably 
also applies this test to the similar business test.  In TR 1999/9, the Tax Office states that: 
 

“De minimus exception to the new business test and the new transactions test  
89. There is a well established principle by which the law disregards certain things as 
‘de minimis’.  In Wilkes v. Goodwin, Bankes LJ stated the legal maxim de minimus 
non curat lex applies where something is ‘so trifling in value, or in amount, as to be 
negligible’.  In the same case, Scrutton LJ said the maxim involves ‘excluding things 
so insignificant as to be negligible’.  
 
90. Derivation of an amount of income that is so trifling in amount as to be negligible 
as, for example, the amount of $160 in rent that Sheppard J disregarded in J 
Hammond Investments, does not cause a taxpayer to fail the new business test or 
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the new transactions test.  Whether an amount is so trifling or insignificant as to be 
negligible in a particular case, requires consideration of the amount of the losses (or 
other relevant deduction) involved in that case, and the absolute size of the amount 
in question.”  

 
It will be noted that the business continuity test requires the identification of the business carried on 
by the company ‘immediately before’ the ‘test time’ and the business carried on by the company 
throughout the ‘business continuity test period’. The ‘immediately before’ concept means, eg, that if a 
company has in fact ceased to carry on a business by the test time, the similar business test (as is 
also the case with the same business test) simply cannot have any application.  
 
Test time 
 
The ‘test time’ for the purposes of the similar business test is defined for prior year losses and net 
capital losses. For example, where there is a disqualifying change in, say, the voting power of a 
company at a particular time, the test time will be when that change occurred. 
 
Business continuity test period 
 
The business continuity test period is also defined for prior year losses and net capital losses. For 
example, in the case of a loss, the business continuity test period is the income year in which the loss 
is sought to be recouped or deducted or, in the case of the income year in which disqualifying change 
of ownership occurs, the balance of the income year. 
 

Example 

 

MCo was a public company which made tax losses over a number of years and following a takeover 
by BidCo (causing it to fail COT) was removed from the ASX listing.  
 
The main business activity was represented by a distribution business division of various computer 
software and hardware. However, following a takeover, leveraging on its existing relationship with 
suppliers and financial support of BidCo, MCo started an IT/licensing division.  
 
IT/licensing division was very profitable and MCo seeks to use the tax losses.   
 
Since the change of ownership MCo used the same physical office, key employees, management, 
logo and website. 
 
The management structure of MCo remained the same during this period. 
 
Question  
 
Does MCo satisfy the Business Continuity Test? 
 
As outlined in Law Companion Ruling LCR 2019/1, there are four factors which are to be considered 
in determining whether a business remains ‘sufficiently similar’ in comparison to the characteristics of 
the business prior to the change in ownership: 
 

- Factor 1 – the extent to which the assets that are used to generate assessable income 
throughout the BCT period were the assets used in the business carried on at the test time. 

- Factor 2 – the extent to which the current activities and operations from which assessable 
income is generated were also those from which assessable income was generated 
previously. 

- Factor 3 – comparing the current identity of the business with that of the business carried on 
before test time. 

- Factor 4 – the extent to which the changes to the businesses resulted from the development 
or commercialisation of assets, products, processes, services or marketing organisational 
methods of the business 
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Test 1 
The brand name and logo are assets that are used by both the current and former business to 
generate assessable income.  
Were these assets relevant to the derivation of income for the distribution business?  
 
The business's premises constitute an asset that continues to be used after the ownership change. 
However, generally little weight would be given to this factor because the business premises are not 
central to the identity of the business. 
 
Test 2 
IT/licensing division is a new income-producing activity. 
 
Test 3 
The identity of the former business and the current business are tied to the products that the 
respective businesses sold. Arguably, there has been no significant change to the identity of the 
former computer hardware/software business because it still specialising in computer hardware and 
software (just with an additional offering of licensing nor just resale) 
 
Test 4 focuses on whether the business organically evolves (ie evolution (or innovation) vs revolution).   
Arguably, Test 4 should be passed provided changes reflect the evolution and development of MCo’s 
core business assets and processes.  
 

 

Consolidated Groups 

 

When an entity becomes a member of a consolidated group (whether as head company or as a 
subsidiary), its unused carry forward losses are transferred to the head company if the losses satisfy 
modified versions of the usual tests for deducting and applying them (referred to as the ‘general loss 
provisions’).  
 
Broadly, the tests are applied as though the 12 months prior to the joining time were the loss claim 
year (known as the trial year). The loss is transferred to the head company of the group if the joining 
entity could have utilised the loss in the trial year assuming it had sufficient income or gains of the 
relevant type. 
 
Where the joining entity is a fixed trust it needs to meet the 50% stake test. This applies in a broadly 
similar manner to the company continuity of ownership test, though trusts are not required to examine 
voting power. A non-fixed trust must pass a control test. A non-fixed trust may also be required to 
pass the 50% stake test or the pattern of distributions test, or both. 
 
A joining entity’s eligible losses are transferred to the head company at the joining time. The head 
company is then treated as having made the loss itself in the income year of the transfer. The head 
company is then the only entity capable of utilising the loss. Losses that have been transferred can 
be deducted, applied or taken into account (subject to limitations) for all income years of the head 
company following consolidation, until the losses are either exhausted or rendered non-utilisable. If 
the joining entity ceases to be a member of the consolidated group, all losses remain with the head 
company of the consolidated group. Cessation of membership of the consolidated group can occur 
through liquidation or sale of the joining entity.  
 
In the process of working out the head company’s taxable income it is entitled to shelter its income 
through the utilisation of its carry-forward losses (subject to the limits imposed). Broadly speaking, 
these losses can either be: 
 

 losses generated by the consolidated group (group losses), and/or  
 

 transferred losses that were generated by an entity before it became a member of the group.  
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Before utilising a group loss or a transferred loss, the head company is required to apply the general 
loss recoupment provisions. This necessitates the head company passing the COT or the BCT. For 
transferred losses, these recoupment tests are modified for the purposes of determining whether the 
company has maintained the same ownership. 
 
The amount of a transferred loss that can be utilised by the head company from a particular joining 
entity is calculated by reference to an available fraction. Generally, each loss bundle has an available 
fraction calculated on the basis of the loss entity’s modified market value as a fraction of the adjusted 
market value of the consolidated group. There is a limit on the amount of losses of each sort within a 
bundle of losses that can be utilised by the head company. Broadly, the limit is set by multiplying the 
head company’s income or gains of that type by the available fraction for the bundle of transferred 
losses.  
 
The available fraction is a representation of the market value of the loss entity as a proportion of the 
market value of the consolidated group (including the loss entity). 
 
An increase in the value of the loss entity is excluded from the entity’s modified market value if the 
increase results from either of these events: 
 

 an injection of capital; 
 

 a non-arm’s length transaction that involved the loss entity, its associate or, if  
 
These rules prevent a loss entity from inflating its market value before it joins a consolidated group in 
order to obtain a higher available fraction.  
 
Adjustments to available fractions  
 
The available fraction for a bundle of losses must be adjusted if certain events occur. For example, if 
a new loss member joins the group (and hence a new bundle of losses is transferred), each pre-
existing available fraction needs to be recalculated to reflect the new consolidated group structure. 
The head company may choose to cancel all the loss transfers in respect of an incoming loss bundle, 
thereby avoiding the requirement to adjust each pre-existing available fraction in the group. 
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Temporary Loss Carry Back Tax Offset Rules 
 
The rules apply to corporate tax entities defined as companies, corporate limited partnerships and 
public trading trusts. 
 
The new rules allow for temporary carry back of tax losses. Under these rules, a corporate tax entity 
with an aggregated turnover of less than A$5billion can choose to carry back a tax loss of the 2019-
20, 2020-21 or 2021-22 income year and apply them against tax paid in a previous income year as 
far back as the 2018-19 income year.  
 
To receive a tax refund, eligible companies will need to make a choice when they lodge their 2020-21 
and/ or 2021-22 income tax returns. If the loss carry back is being claimed for the 2019-20 income 
year the claim must be made when lodging the 2020-21 or 2021-22 tax return ie for 2019-20 losses 
the company must wait at least a year before getting the refund.  
 
The choice to claim a loss carry back tax offset is an alternative to carrying tax losses forward as a 
deduction for future income years. Only tax losses can be carried back. Capital losses cannot be 
carried back. 
 
These rules are temporary and will cease to apply after the 2021-22 income year. 
 
A corporate tax entity will be eligible for loss carry back in a particular income year only if the entity: 
 

 was a corporate tax entity throughout that income year; 

 carried on a business and had an aggregated turnover of less than $5billion in the income year 
that the entity incurred the loss; and 

 was a corporate tax entity throughout the income year the loss is carried back to (disregarding 
any part of the year before the entity came into existence) and throughout any intervening 
income years. 

 
In addition, to be entitled to a loss carry back tax offset, a corporate tax entity must have lodged an 
income tax return for the current year and each of the five years immediately preceding it (if it was 
required to do so in those years). For a year where an entity is not required to lodge a return for the 
loss year, the entity will be still entitled to the loss carry back tax offset. 
 
The amount of the refundable tax offset available to corporate tax entity is based on the entity’s tax 
rate in the loss year. However, the amount cannot exceed: 
 

 the amount of earlier tax paid by the entity; and 

 the entity’s franking account balance at the end of the income year for which the refundable tax 
offset is claimed. 

 
For an entity that is not a base rate entity for the loss year (ie entities with an aggregated turnover of 
$50million or more) the corporate tax rate in the loss year will be 30%. However, for base rate entities 
the tax rate will vary depending on the loss year: 
 

 if the loss is the 2019-20 income year – 27.5% 

 if the loss is the 2020-21 income year – 26.0% 

 if the loss is the 2021-22 income year – 25.0% 
 
The maximum amount of a corporate tax entity’s loss carry back tax offset for an income year will be 
limited by the surplus balance of its franking amount at the end of that income year.  
 
When an entity receives a refund of tax as a result of the loss carry back tax offset, there will be a 
debit in the corporate tax entity’s franking account balance on the day the refund is received. Note 
that the franking account balance in relation to the tax previously paid is not affected but care must 
be taken to ensure the debit arising from the refund does not put the franking account balance into 
deficit. 
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The choice of carry back losses is optional and mirrors the existing choice companies have about 
whether to deduct their tax losses (ie how much of its loss for the current year to carry back to an 
earlier year). The choice must be made by the time the entity lodges its income tax return for the 
current income year or within such time as the Commissioner allows. 
 
Consolidated and MEC groups are not eligible to apply the loss carry back rules in respect of losses 
that have been brought into the group by an entity joining the group.  
 
Example 
 
Company Y (not a base rate entity) had at the end of the 2020 income year a tax loss of $21million 
for that income year and a franking account balance of $17million. 
 
For the 2019 income year Company Y had an income tax liability of $2.1million and nil net exempt 
income.  
 
Company Y chooses to carry back $7million of its tax loss for the 2020 income year to the 2019 
income year. Company Y’s loss carry back tax offset for the 2020 year is $2.1million, worked out as 
follows: 
 

- Step 1: calculate the amount of tax loss company Y is carrying back to the income year; 
 

- Step 2: reduce step 1 amount by the next exempt income of the company for the income 
year; 
 

- Step 3: convert the amount at Step 2 into a tax equivalent amount by multiplying by the 
company tax rate for the loss year. 
 

 
The tax offset component is $2.1million (which is less than Company Y’s $17million franking account 
balance at the end of the 2020 income year).  
 
If that sum had exceeded that balance, the amount of the offset would have been limited to that 
balance. 
 
 
 
Integrity Rules 
 
The loss carry back provision include integrity rules that are consistent with the integrity rules which 
applied under the previous loss carry back rules that applied in 2013. Broadly, the former integrity 
rule applied where all of the following conditions were satisfied: 
 
1. There must be a scheme for disposition of membership interests, or of an interest in membership 
interests. 
 
‘Scheme’ is widely defined in s 995-1 and the term is used in other taxation provisions, including ITAA 
1936 Pt IVA. The definition provides that “scheme” means any arrangement (also a widely defined 
word) or any scheme, plan, proposal, action, course of action or course of conduct, whether unilateral 
or otherwise. 
 
Where there has been no disposition of membership interests, the loss carry back integrity rule does 
not apply. 
 
 
2. The scheme must have been entered into or carried out during the required period 
 
The scheme must have been entered into or carried out between the start of the income year the 
entity seeks to carry the loss back to and the end of the income year it claims the loss carry back tax 
offset 
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3. The scheme must have resulted in a change in control of the entity 
 
The third condition that must be met for the loss carry back integrity rule to apply is that the 
disposition of membership interests must have resulted in a change in who controlled, or was able to 
control (whether directly or indirectly through one or more interposed entities) the voting power in the 
corporate tax entity. 
 
4. Another entity would be entitled to a loss carry back tax offset 
 
The fourth condition that must be met for the loss carry back integrity rule to apply is that, in the 
absence of the integrity rule: 
• an entity (other than the corporate tax entity) received or receives, in connection with the scheme, a 
financial benefit, and 
• that financial benefit was calculated by reference to one or more loss carry back tax offsets to which 
it was reasonable, at the time the scheme was entered into or carried out, to expect the corporate tax 
entity would be entitled (s 160-35(1)(d)). 
 
A financial benefit includes anything of economic value, including property and services (s 974-160). 
 
Therefore, the loss carry back integrity rule does not apply if: 
• the corporate tax entity does not have an income tax liability for an income year that a loss can be 
carried back to, or 
• the corporate tax entity does not have, or expect to have, a franking credit balance. 
 
5. Purpose and relevant circumstances requirements are satisfied.  
 
The fifth condition that must be met for the loss carry back integrity rule to apply is that, having regard 
to the relevant circumstances of the scheme, it would be concluded that one or more of the persons 
who entered into or carried out the scheme or any part of the scheme did so for a purpose (whether a 
dominant purpose but not including an incidental purpose) of the corporate tax entity obtaining a loss 
carry back tax offset [subsection 160-35(1)(e)]. 
 
To determine this purpose requires an examination of the facts and reasonable expectations of the 
persons at the time that the scheme was entered into. Subsequent events are not relevant except to 
the extent that they clarify what the true purpose of the parties was. 
 
To objectively establish what the purpose of the persons who entered into the scheme was, the 
relevant circumstances surrounding the scheme of disposition must be considered. None of these 
circumstances is decisive by itself. The circumstances should be considered collectively to determine 
whether the loss carry back tax offset is denied. 
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